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White Mountain Extravaganza 2008

JUNE MEETING:

Wednesday,
June 11, 2007
PIZZA and Chit-Chat at 6:00 PM

Meeting- 7:00 PM
American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

It’s hard to believe that a year has passed since the last extravaganza. Thanks to a few recent
storms, Extravaganza 2008 is looking better than ever. This year we had a good amount of snow
and rain and the lake and stream levels are great.
For those who haven’t been in the past, this outing is one of our bigger trips for the year. In the
past we have used Winn campground, but again this year due to road construction it is not available. So, off we go back to Rainbow Campground at Big Lake. This had good and bad points.
The bad is that it is not quite as cozy for us to all be together. The good is that they have great
facilities and it is really close to the lake. I guess all things considered, the company means way
more than the campground. There are lots of first come first served spots at the campground.
However if you still want to make a reservation, go to www.Recreation.gov and look up Rainbow
Campground at Big Lake. I have space #62 and I know that many club members are in the same
area.
Where to fish???? Well there are lots of places to fish. Big Lake, Crescent Lake, Reservation
Lake, Drift Fence, West Fork of the Black River just to name a few. If you have a chance to hit
any of these places, I think you have a good chance of catching some fish. This is by no means
the whole list of places that are only a short drive from the campground. If you have a chance to
look at a White Mountain map, you will see that you could fish a couple of spots everyday and
not hit them all over the weekend.
Friday night we are all pretty much doing our own thing for dinners. Feel free to hook up with
some friends and make an event out of it. Saturday night is the normal chili/crawdad boil….NO
not in the same pot! Everyone should bring some homemade chili to throw in the pot and side
dish or desert to share. Mark and his “Most Dangerous Catch” crew usually have a huge pot of
crawdads and all the good stuff that goes with it. If you haven’t ever been to a crawdad boil, this
is not one to miss. If this year is like every other, there will certainly be no lack of good food.
I hope that every one can make the trip. I will have some maps and final information at the June
Meeting. See you all on the mountain.
Steve Berry

DFC JUNE PROGRAM....
The June DFC presentation on 'stream fishing' with TIM OLIVER
"SURVEY SAYS -- We want to learn more about fishing AZ streams.” So come on down,
grab a slice of pizza and listen to guest speaker Tim Oliver who loves to fish them. Tim
is a well known local flyfisherman and has fished AZ streams for many years. He is going
to tell you what you need to know to be a better stream fisher person with emphasis on
equipment, leaders and flies to use.

President’s Drift

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

...from Cinda Howard

Can you believe the weather we’ve had? Who can remember it ever snowing on Memorial Day Weekend?
I heard reports of up to two feet at Sunrise and 8 inches on the rim. This latest bit of weather may be what
takes us through the summer. Apache Sitgreaves has already lifted the few fire restrictions that were in
place. Our lakes are full and our streams are in great shape. So, it’s time to hit the water and do a little fishing.
With so many options of places to fish, how do you figure out where to go? Well, I have some suggestions. From our experts at Lee’s Ferry, I am hearing that they are expecting the cicada fall to occur again
this year. It should start towards the last week of June or the first part of July. Also, the flows on the San
Juan River are expected to go back to normal in July and the fishing should be spectacular.
All the lakes are full but they didn’t all survive the winter. If you are looking for that big holdover, avoid
Crescent and Carnaro because they both had a winterkill. They have been stocked and the fish grow fast in
these lakes but save them for later in the summer when the fish have had time to get bigger. All the rave
has been about Becker and Big Lake. Reports of decent size fish have been traveling south. Also, HWY 273
between Sunrise and Big Lake is slated to open in mid July. This will be the time to hit Lee Valley Reservoir.
...President’s Drift continued on page 2

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Small Stream Fly Fishing

make sure that you use the fly drifts like someyelling), radios blasting from across the lake,
thing naturally caught in the current. A common
motor boats cruising back and forth in the area
problem you may run into is allowing the current
that you’re fishing, or been crowded out of a spot
to catch the line and drag the fly across the water.
by other fisherman that want the same spot that
Several people have asked me why I enjoy
This will not look natural to most trout and you a
you’re fishing? Seriously, etiquette often seems so
fly fishing small streams. What leads me to the
bad drift will lose you an opportunity to catch that
lost when I’m out on the water. Well on small
long hikes on small waters that seem to only hold
fish.
streams, as long as I’m willing
tiny fish? Is it the soliSo what sort of equipment do you need? In
to hike a little bit before fishtude? I mean really, most
most cases it is based on your personal preference
ing, I can find a calm, peaceful
streams tend to hold
and the situation of where you are fishing. I began
solitude that I look for when I
smaller fish and if you’re
small stream fly fishing with a 9 foot 5 wt rod and
go out to nature. Lastly, it’s
the social type, small
did fine. In streams that have a lot of cover, you’ll
just plain beautiful out there.
streams really aren’t the
find that you’ll constantly be weaving your rod in
Walk away a bit and explore
best places for you to go
and out of
and see what is out
and carry on conversatree limbs
there. You may find so
tions with a few friends.
and brush,
many surprises out
Yet, like many aspects of
just to get to
there, if you’re willing
fly fishing, there is a Zen
an area you
to walk a few hundred
state to this sort of fishcan cast. It
ing and often times After observing this trout feed for a while, I made my fly yards away from the
can get quite
you’ll learn a few selection. It took multiple casts and repeated refusals parking lot. My wife
this male rainbow circled and suddenly slashed
frustrating in
and dogs both enjoying
lessons from the fish before
at the fly on surface. (Note, this is not easy to do with fly
hiking out in nature so
these condiyou’re casting to. It rod in one hand and camera in the other)
this ends up being a
tions to have
involves
skill
and
great family activity and it’s so incredibly
that long rod.
patience and the willingness to observe and learn
beautiful, that you often times enjoy the
My personal
from what the fish is doing.
trout aggressively took an elk hair caddis and
hike as much as the fishing. So what This
preference in
Now don’t get me wrong, I enjoy lake fishing
looked so surprised that the little fly bit back. I only
are the challenges you may ask. Well, played him for a short time brought him in quickly, so I this situation
as much as the next fly fisherman, but in most
release him unharmed. Barbless hooks are the way
there are quite a few of them. You’re going can
is my 6 1/2
cases, I’m blind casting in the lakes and though
to go if you want to release fish and reduce stress and
to have to learn to cast accurately at short damage to the fish.
ft. 2 wt rod. I
there is always the possibility of a big fish, I tend
distance and be aware of all the obstacles
typically use
to still favor small streams.
around you. I’ve probably made a “donation” of
light tippets on 7 1/2 ft. leaders. As for flies, once
So why is that, you ask. Well here are some of
over a few dozen flies to nature by snagging them
again, it is a matter of preference but my small
up sides to small stream fishing. Many of the
into tree limbs and tall grass on back casts or
stream box always has a selection flies in various
small streams that I have fished, I’ve found that
weeds on casts that landed off target. It takes a lot
sizes and contains elk hair caddis, parachute
the trout are opportunists. As long as you
of casting practice to get that
adams, Griffith’s gnats. BWO, ants in a variety of
approach the pools
accuracy. Another difficulty is
colors, hoppers, scuds, flash back pheasant tail
carefully and make a
that if you get into a position to
nymphs, hares ear nymphs, prince nymphs,
good
presentation,
spot the fish, there is a good
midges, wooly buggers, simi seal leech, and copthey’ll willingly take a
chance that the fish can see you
per johns. Others may tell you different based on
variety of different flies
as well. There are hundreds of
their own fishing styles, preferences, and particuand often times, this
books and magazine articles out
lar streams that they’re fishing.
means dry fly fishing.
there that will tell you repeatedIn the end, more than equipment or any particAnother is, I can sight
ly to approach the pools you’ll
ular technique, I find that the best way to learn is
fish and see the take
fish carefully and teach you a
by observing, learning then just plain doing.
before setting the hook.
variety of methods to keep from
Explore some of the streams in the high country
There are few things on
being seen. Accuracy and gentle
and just give it a try. I guarantee that you’ll learn
the water that thrill me
casts are absolutely necessary. I
a lot. Also, keep in mind that our July outing will
more than seeing a
be an educational outing at Canyon creek so this
trout approach my fly Often times, patience and observation will reward you a have spooked the whole pool
fish on a small stream. This beautiful male was
before by making a sloppy cast
will give you a great opportunity to learn from
and suddenly gulp nice
caught in a small stream on the Mogollon Rim and
that plops a little too loudly on
you fellow DFC members and see what all the
down my elk hair cad- released unharmed.
the water surface. Let’s face
excitement is about.
dis or parachute adams
facts, it’s rare in nature for a caddis or mayfly to
from the surface. Additionally, how many of us
-Davidland on the water surface like a stone being
have spent hours, driving out to a popular lake to
dropped in the water. Presentation is extremely
fish and been bombarded by a variety of noises
important. Once the fly hits the water, you want to
from loud conversations (I really do mean
Story and photos by David Hwang

President’s Drift continued...
It hasn’t been fished much in the last couple of years and should fish well. I was up at Black Canyon earlier in the week and even though it was slow,
there were some decent holdover fish. Plus, water was about 6 feet past the fence. If it is shear numbers you are looking for, hit Woods Canyon or A-1.
And this leads me to the streams. We have patiently waited for these little gems to settle down from all the runoff. They are now in prime shape and
it’s time to dust off the short little rod and douse a grasshopper. I have fished some of the rim streams over the past couple of months and they are
fishing great. Hit Tonto, Christopher Creek, Chevelon, and Canyon for some good fishing. I am also hearing that Oak Creek is fishing better than it
has in years with some of the bigger, more allusive browns being picked up. I also spent a weekend at the X Diamond Ranch. Wink expects to have
good water into September and with that means good fishing all summer long. She put 1,000 rainbows in the stream and there are lots of good holdover
fish along with wild browns, some in the 20” plus range. This is a private piece of water and she charges a rod fee but it is well worth it.
Don’t know how to get to these places or even how to fish them once you get there? Don’t worry; DFC has some great outings in the works. The
Extravaganza is coming up very quick. If you haven’t reserved your camping space at Big Lake, you better get to it. Steve has put that info further in
the newsletter. We also have a stream clinic at Canyon Creek in the plans for July and a trip up to the X Diamond in August. And how can we forget
the annual San Juan Outing? This one has moved up a month and will be in September.
So get out, wet a line, and come to the meeting with a fishing report.
Cinda

Desert Fly Casters

MEMBERSHIP
CORNER

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN TO ME?
by Vince Deadmond

Sometimes your concentration gets
broken, thoughts drift away from the important business of tying flies, planning fly fishing trips, talking to guides, scheduling that
fishing trip past the date of expiration on your
VISA card. Something else grabs your attention; work, family, even home improvement
projects. Yes, it even happened to me this
spring. Instead of fishing the small streams
on the Rim, or the lakes in the White
Mountains I have been prepping my house to
paint. It is a slow process and has eaten up
valuable fishing time. I didn’t even have time
to write something for the newsletter the last
two months. If you thought the last two
issues were a bit thin, this is another way to
connect to the fly fishing experience. Try
writing a fishing report, a short story, or even
send in a fish picture. I really enjoy reading
about other DFC members fishing adventures, and I hope you don’t tire of my stories.
TMI (TOO MUCH INFORMATION)
FROM THE TRAILER PARK IN MEXICO. I did manage to get down to Puerto
Penasco on Mother’s Day Weekend. I took
my wife Debi, and was giving her a tour of
some of the new places to eat in town. Finally
she grew weary of the tour of dollar taco
stands and Mexican hot dog vendors. When
she asked about nicer restaurants in some of
the new resorts I had to admit I didn’t have a
clue.
Talk about being clueless. When in the RV
park, you run into many of the same folks
over and over again. Since I do frequent the
RV park quite often I have met a number of
interesting people who have become friends.
One couple, gals that are life partners, often
end up camping close to my camp. They are

DFC MAY OUTINGS

always fun and I enjoy talking to them. Many
times I have a fishing buddy guest, Dave
Weaver with me. The girls thought Dave and
I were a couple after seeing us together several times. When I showed up with Joe Staller
later they thought I was cheating on Dave.
My wife Debi, said those girls couldn’t have
thought you guys were gay, you guys don’t
dress nearly good enough. Like I said, TMI.
You will have to pry it out of me if you want
the story about the thong clad massage lady
that was working the beach.
FISHING REPORT – I fished the outgoing
tide at La Pinta (the second estuary)on Friday
and Saturday mornings with the pontoon
boat. Other equipment used; my trusty 400
grain line, and some #2 Clousers, white on
white, and green over white, along with my St
Croix 8 weight saltwater rod. The fishing
could be best described by blues man John
Lee Hooker when he said, “Boom, boom,
boom, boom.” Fast and furious, I caught
more Cabrilla than any one person should.
They came in a variety of sizes, big enough to
eat all the way down to “How did that little
fish eat such a large fly?” I caught 7 Orange
Mouth Corvina in the 16-18 inch range, 2
Pompano in the 13-14 inch range, 6 Bone
Fish all stamped out of the 13 inch mold, 2
Trigger that would have been 2 pounds each,
and one small Sculpin. Spring time wind can
change your fishing plans in Puerto Penasco,
but I was able to fish Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday would have been even better if I could
have stayed to fish it. Hope to see you on the
water soon, and that you will have a good fish
tale to tell.

Congratulations to Gary Cohen on winning
the fly rod for the 2008 membership drive.
We expect a full report from Gary on the
first fish he catches with it. Thanks to
Gerry Wiemelt for building the rod.
New Members: John Mayer, Ken &
Jacqueline Erickson. Also joining us are
the following Casting For Recovery 2008
participants: Ann Upham, Sharon Bucher,
Rosemary Lacina, Jan Mathis, Monica
Krise, Ann Melmer & Mary Ann Read. I
would like to personally invite our new
Casting for Recovery members to join use
at our June meeting.
Charlie Rosser
480-586-7163

NOTES FROM DFC EDITOR...
Just a thought here about our DFC “Forward
Casts” newsletter....I would like to see more
articles from our club member’s fly fishing
trips and experiences in future issues. There’s
got to be some Zane Grey’s amongst us Trout
Bums. This is a great opportunity to let some
of the rest of the gang know a little about you
too. So...if you’ve got a story to tell with 800
to 1100 words drop it to me via my e-mail. If
you have a photo to go along with it- all the
better. My deadline for the July DFC
Newsletter will be- Thursday, June 26, 2008. I
ask only you have fun...check the spellings
and get something over to me. I know the
other Trout Bums in our honored crazy bunch
will appreciate it.
Thank you.. and I hope to hear from you!
Robert McKeon at: Rmckeon2@cox.net

...notes from Mark Lucht

There has been a lot of interest in the club for Bass fishing with a fly rod, so I decided to host an unofficial club outing. We set up base at
Indian point which is on the Tonto end of the lake and around the back side.
There was 5 of us that made the trip. Things started promising with me catching a small mouth bass on the second cast of the trip. Sadly it did not
portend to the rest of the trip. It ended up being the only fish caught by us for the entire weekend.
If you have never fished the Tonto end of the lake. It can be quite enjoyable. After fishing on Saturday we drove the couple of mile back to Butcher
Hook restaurant had a very good prime rib dinner.
The second trip was to Ashurst lake up by Flagstaff for Pike. The campground is very dispersed at the lake. We found a couple close together
and set up camp. On Saturday we had heard of some big Pike being taken at a little reservoir behind the lake, so we hiked in about a half a mile to
find the lake. Three Pike were caught by members of the group, but they were small.
Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning were spent fishing for trout in Ashurst with quite good numbers and size of fish. Two trout were caught
over 18 inches. One 5 lb Pike was caught, but not landed. The 3X tippet was just not enough to land the Pike. We did hear a report of a 12 lb Pike
being caught that weekend.
It was the first time that DFC has made a trip to this lake in the 5 years I have been involved with the club. It is a great lake to fish and in the high
country the temperatures were quite enjoyable. The next club trip there will be better prepared for the camping setup. I think camping a mile or so
from the lake in the forest service land for free as opposed to the $14 per night fee, and then we could have the whole club at the same camp. That
would provide more feedback on the fishing and where to fish.

Desert Fly Casters

JUNE MONTHLY FLY TYING SESSION
Monthly tying session will be held
on Tuesday, June 17, 2008 at:
Dave D’Ambrosia’s house.
933 W. Kiowa Ave, Mesa.
If you have questions or need to use
club’s tying tool kit, call:
Bob Harrison at 480-735-9743.
There will be pattern sheets and
maps at the June DFC meeting.

...notes, vices & stuff from Bob Harrison’s fly tying bench

White Mountains Top Ten Flies per Az
Fly andTie forum are:
Dry Flies
Adams - Standard or Parachute
Elk Hair Caddis - Olive, Tan or Brown body
Ant - Black Brown or Red
Stimulator – Yellow or Orange

Nymph
Pheasant Tail – Standard, Black, Bead Head,
Flash Back or Sawyer
Hare’s Ear – Standard, Bead head or Flash
Back
Prince – Standard or Bead Head
Copper John – Standard or Bead Head
Streamer
Wooly Bugger – Black, Olive or Brown
Chenille or Crystal
Simi Seal Leach - Black, Olive or Brown
Recipes for the flies that aren’t part of the
beginning tying class are:
Stimulator
Hook: Standard 2X to 4X long streamer hook
size 4 thru 14
Thread: Orange
Tail: Deer or elk body hair
Body, Abdomen: Yellow fur dubbing or synthetic body matl
Body, Thorax: Orange fur dubbing or synthetic body matl
Ribbing: Grizzly hackle, palmered
Wings: Deer or Elk Body Hair
Hackle: Grizzly

DFC ANNUAL
SAN JUAN OUTING!
This year, the San Juan trip has been
moved up a month. It will be: Saturday,
September 20th through Tuesday,
September 23rd.
Trip includes 3 nights lodging at Abe’s, one
full day with a guide (two anglers to a
guide), continental breakfast every morning, and a banquet dinner. Cost is $350 and
a hundred dollar deposit holds your spot.
The balance will be due at or before the
August meeting. You can bring your deposit
to the meeting or can mail it to the P.O. Box.
This one fills up fast don’t wait to make your
reservation.
If you have any questions,
call Cinda at (480) 217-5089
I will be in Belize during the June meeting
so please give your deposit to the Outings
Chairman, Bill Thyng.

Prince – Standard or Bead Head
Hook: 2X long size 10 to 16
Thread: Black
Tail: Dark brown goose biots tied forked
(optional substitute red biots)
Body: Peacock Herl
Rib: Gold or red copper wire
Beard Hackle: Natural Red
Wing: Two white biots tied in V on top of body
Copper John – Standard or Bead Head
Hook: 2X long 10-18.
Thread/Head: Black, 6/0 8/0, Gold bead,
counter drilled.
Body: Medium copper wire. underbody of
thread, tapered.
Tail: Biots, Brown, Black Goose or Turkey.
Legs: Partridge.
Wingcase: Thin Skin with Flashabou center
strip. Epoxy finish.
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Fly Casting Can Get You Arrested
By Marshall Bissett – Taken from the Sierra Pacific Flyfishers Newsletter

Not so long ago if you were seen in public gesticulating wildly and yelling out the details of your private life to an invisible companion, your
family would be contacted and you would wind up in a mental institution. Now all you have to do is insert a blue metallic cockroach size thing in you
left ear for this behavior to become acceptable. This geek bling, as I like to call it, can be attached to another flashing unit at belt level so the user
seems to be shouting instructions to his navel. Now it is unnecessary to buy a book or magazine in an airport. The streams of disconnected yet intense
chatter provide more insight into the lives of strangers than literature ever could.
Now SPFF has created another embarrassing public spectacle called casting practice between lessons. The family are just as worried as they catch
glimpses of their hitherto normal spouse at the dinner table with fork in hand, elbow raised, finger pointing upward, muttering "stop...two..three..forward..." It doesn't stop there. At work, instead of wasting time on the Internet, they have the pencil in a death grip and are quickly raising and lowering the right elbow, lost in the mire of self diagnosis. When you see this, don't call your supervisor or HR, just wait till it stops. Interrupting the rhythm
of an entranced student can inflict permanent damage. SPFF is to blame for all this and has even issued short lengths of white PVC pipe in case a fork
or pencil is not at hand. Practicing in freeway traffic, pipe in hand, can be misinterpreted in certain neighborhoods and might invoke a sobriety test.
When a group of two or three students form a huddle, only seconds pass before they start raising their elbows, wrists locked and fingers pointing to
Heaven like demented evangelists. Sociologists could mistake this for the vestigial traces of an ancient mating ritual. If restless leg can have its own
syndrome with a Latin name then the involuntary raising and lowering of the right elbow should be extended some courtesy. There is of course a precedent for all this seen on the basketball court. After a good play, it is not uncommon to create a right angle at the elbow, raise both fists in the air and
yell "Yeah" as you bring your elbows straight down in the perfect fly fishing motion. You might want to try this with a fly rod in each hand as the first
step toambidexterity. The shouting is not encouraged unless you are in a Pro Bass Tournament on TV.
Our students, like the ancient Romans, have created new Gods in new temples. They are Lefty, Mel and Joan. Their words ring in your deaf ear as
you learn to hate them for the lazy ease with which they pull off the double haul, the pile cast, the reach mend and the steeple cast. You flail away like
a person trying to whip a donkey with a springy stick while they cast majestic loops into the sunset.
Visualization is the key to a good casting stroke and, I'm told, a good golf swing. If you can create a mental picture of your rod stopping sharply at
ear level, and the line unfolding back in a perfect arrow head pattern directly behind you, then you are part of the way to doing it with a real fly rod.
If you can think your rod into a straight path on the forward stroke, then just maybe it will happen.
So if you can bear the ridicule of friends and family and use that PVC pipe to create a fluid casting stroke that will make young ladies on the water
say "Wow — check out that narly backcast!" then perhaps in a year or twenty you too will be able to wear the dorky red hat and cast words of wisdom into the green waters of the Reseda pond. [Another literary masterpiece!]
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2008 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cinda Howard- President
Steve Berry-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Donna Hatheway- Secretary
Outings- Bill Thyng
Programs- Dave Weaver

OUTINGS- 2008
June 27-29 White Mountain Extravaganza
(Hosted by Steve Berry)

July 19-20 Canyon Creek
(Hosted by David Hwang)

Retail - Gerry Wiemelt

August (Dates to be determined) Greer - X-Diamond

Membership- Charlie Rosser

(Hosted by George Geoghegan)

Education- David Hwang

September 20-23 San Juan River

Education Committee
Doug Walker

(Hosted by Cinda Howard)

Conservation- Mike Yavello
Conservation Committee
Richard Hall, Bob Harrison

NOTE ALL DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON HOST AVAILABILITY!!!!!

TU/FFF Liaison- Dan Schwartz
Videos & Books- Open
Raffles- Tyler Stone
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Membership at Large- Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

B MEETING:
NEXT DFC CLU
JUNE 11, 2008 A FRIEND
IC - TELL
OPEN TO PUBL

MAIL TO:
Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252
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